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About This Game

Gyromancer is a Pop Cap / Square Enix collaboration. This is a Puzzle RPG.
Join Rivel and his companion, Laska, on a grand chase spanning twelve stages. What awaits at t 5d3b920ae0
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It's a match 3 game with poorly strewn together RPG elements. It has some of the most dull writing and characters for the
similarly tacked-on plot. It also crashes, so pretty much Gyromancer is only good if you LOVE match 3 games regardless of
their quality.. I really tried to like this game, but there are just way better puzzle rpgs out there. The combat is pretty bland, and
very slow. Some of the visuals are cool, but im glad i only spent $5 on this. This reminds of me a F2P game more than an actual
release.. a bizarre puzzzler game like bejeweled. only with combat. its fun if u like those games.. When right in the first zone
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after the tutorial, in the 2nd battle my lvl3 beasts drop like flies to a lvl1 mob, because it pops attacks faster then I can possible
react, I'm fairly sure the design department failed really hard.. With a slightly different twist on the typical puzzle game,
Gyromancer could have been a little better, but was still fairly satisfying. The gameplay is about what you would expect of
another 'Puzzle Quest' type game, just with a few different rules concerning the switching of gems. If you liked 'Puzzle Quest'
then you'll probably like this one too. The story was actually interesting, but was unfortunately very short, could have been
flushed out better, and at a few points left me a bit confused due to seemingly random plot points. That having been said,
Gyromancer's one true failing is that it is far too short. You'll likely only get about 10 to 15 hours out of story mode assuming
you poke around a bit.. Crashed right in the middle of my 3rd or 4th battle. Seemed like it would be an interesting match three,
but if its going to crash all the time i doubt i'll play it. I'd say you are better off just playing the original puzzle quest.. Once the
mechanic was added that increased the penalty for "idle twisting", the game went so far downhill that it was actually a cliff. It
meant you pretty much weren't playing anymore and weren't caring about the power gems/death gems because you just had to
keep from idle twisting otherwise you'd be overwhelmed and lose quicker. Made the game so unfun.
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